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Dear Public-Private Partnerships Authority:
The Consortium is pleased to submit preliminary, non-binding financing support and facilitation for the
Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority (“PREPA”) in their pursuit of Financing Transaction(s), OperatorOwned Capital Improvements and Other Investment(s) in connection with the Requests for Proposals
for Puerto Rico Electric Power Transmission and Distribution System (“T&D System”) issued by the
Authority on February 1, 2019 (as amended the “RFP”) (the “Proposed Financing(s)”).
Based on the Consortium’s assessment of the Proposed Financing(s) and a review of the information
provided by the Puerto Rico Public Private Partnership Authority (the “Authority”) and PREPA to date,
the Consortium confirms its interest in supporting the Proposed Financing(s). The Consortium is
committed to allocating the resources necessary to support the development, due diligence and
documentation with respect to a Proposed Financing(s).
The Consortium is interested in the opportunity to support the Authority and PREPA obtain third party
Proposed Financing(s) to optimize the T&D System. The Consortium team has obtained significant
investments in assets including high and medium voltage transmission lines and substations, fiber
optic networks, and renewable energy generation assets. Recently, the Consortium jointly developed,
constructed, and owned the Fort McMurray West 500 kV Transmission project, a Private-Public
Partnership in Alberta, Canada, including securing significant third-party debt financing for the project.
The Fort McMurray West project was a ~500 km transmission system won by the Consortium via a
competitive bid process. We believe that the Consortium will serve as a value-added partner to the
Authority and PREPA to help coordinate and facilitate third-party Proposed Financing(s) throughout
the investment and operating period.
Further, as discussed below, we believe there are multiple potential investment options that will
provide value to support the success of the T&D System operations.

FINANCING TRANSACTION(S)
The Consortium, with its outside financial advisors, would look forward to potentially working with the
Authority and PREPA to develop updated indicative terms and conditions based on the previously
discussed Term Sheet. We look forward to the opportunity to discuss potential Financing
Transaction(s) with the Authority, PREPA and our advisors in more detail, and aligning structure
consistent with third-party and IRS Revenue Procedures requirements.

ALTERNATIVE FINANCING OPTIONS
In addition to the discussed Financing Transactions(s), the Consortium could potentially provide
significant value through other investment opportunities to support the T&D System.
Innovative Investments in Puerto Rico
Safety excellence is a number-one priority for our Consortium. Quanta has built the largest skilledcraft workforce in our industry because Quanta’s people are trained to do the job correctly and safely.
Personnel across the Quanta business lines receive world-class training at our industry-leading Lazy
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Q Training Center and at Northwest Lineman College (“NLC”), the pre-eminent school for developing
electric power service skills. As part of the Consortium´s commitment to Puerto Rico, if the
Consortium’s proposal is selected in this P3 process, the Consortium will not only fully support
Operator in improving operations and hardening the grid, but also intends to provide equity investment
capital to create a new specialized training center in Puerto Rico. This new NLC-style campus will be
a center of excellence to prepare Puerto Ricans to work safely and efficiently in operating and
maintaining the grid, not only for the Operator but also for local contractors who will be busy
modernizing the island´s energy system. The campus will be specially built for Puerto Rico, but styled
similarly to campuses in Boise, Sacramento, Fort Worth, and Orlando. This will help to prepare Puerto
Rico´s workforce and retain key workers on the island through this investment.
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